In The Book of Tea (1906) , the Japanese art historian and critic Okakura Kakuzō (Tenshin, explains the Japanese aesthetics of cleanliness:
One of the first requisites of a tea-master is the knowledge of how to sweep, clean, and wash, for there is an art in cleaning and dusting. A piece of metal work must not be attacked with the unscrupulous zeal of the Dutch housewife. Dripping water from a flower vase need not be wiped away, for it may be suggestive of dew and coolness.
1
What an incompatible attitude the artistic East and the pragmatic West have toward cleaning, Okakura seems to be saying with a sigh. Okakura wrote The Book of Tea in English in Boston, and knowing that many of his American readers came from this allegedly hygienic but unaesthetic Northern European background, perhaps playfully intended to provoke the readers to protest that they were indeed sophisticated enough to appreciate the Japanese way of tea or what Okakura called the "religion of aestheticism." The Blue Cup (1909) (Fig. 6.1 ) by the Boston painter Joseph Rodefer DeCamp can be interpreted as one contemporary American response to Okakura's suggestion to combine the appreciation of beauty with the domestic act of cleaning. In an upward gesture, the young parlor maid awakens to the beauty of the blue and white porcelain teacup she has been polishing and inspects the mark on the bottom. 3 DeCamp's composition reworks the seventeenth-century Dutch genre tradition of domestic scenes, the social values of which appealed to Protestant America for its emphasis on family, industry, and economy. DeCamp's painting moreover reflects the late nineteenth-century American ideology of ideal femininity as the domestic pillar of the good and the beautiful, a patriarchal moral not foreign to the Japanese doctrine of female virtues epitomized by the creed "good wife, wise mother" (ryōsai kenbo) that was coined during the Meiji period Okakura's juxtaposition of the male Japanese tea master and the Dutch/American housewife illustrates how a contrasting imagery based on gender is drawn to heighten the sense of cultural contrast. This paper examines the relationship between cultural and sexual differences in Okakura's representation of chanoyu (literally "hot water for tea," but usually translated as "the Japanese tea ceremony") in early twentieth-century America. Originally written in English and first published in New York, The Book of Tea projected an image of Japan that was at once artistic and masculine. I italicize the "and" in order to call attention to the tenuous link between the two terms since Japanese art was frequently characterized as feminine in the United States at the time.
Whether it was the cult of Kannon (the bodhisattva of compassion) as the eternal feminine or the allure of the Yoshiwara courtesan as femme fatale, the nineteenth-century American imagination of Japan time and again replayed the fantasy of the Orient as the modern West's exotic feminine other.
4
The common perception of Japan as an artistic nation was also consistent with the prevailing worldview that bifurcated the realm of human achievement into "masculine" science and "feminine" art and culture.
5 By the end of the nineteenth century, the vision of a synthesis of the masculine and scientific West and the feminine and aesthetic East to create a higher universal civilization had become popular among American Japanophiles such as Ernest Fenollosa, who was Okakura's mentor in Japan during the 1880s. 6 Okakura's proposed encounter between East and West over tea introduced an element of tension to this prevalent gender assignment. On the one hand, it is true that The Book of Tea reinforced the feminine image of the East due to tea's association with genteel sociality and aestheticism in turn-of-the-century Anglo-America. Okakura moreover anticipated affluent New England women, whom he entertained by performing chanoyu and ikebana (Japanese flower arrangement), to be among 
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In other words, The Book of Tea is a complex intercultural text wherein the author's intention and the reader's expectations and reception operated according to different and at times even conflicting cultural logics. It is useful to remind ourselves that the author does not possess complete control over the meaning of a text that he or she produces. In cases such as The Book of Tea where representation and interpretation take place across two different cultures, a gap in intention and reception is inevitable. While existing scholarships have offered various exegeses of The Book of Tea from the perspective of Okakura and his authorial intentions, such an approach can only provide a partial interpretation when it comes to understanding the historical significance of this "bi-cultural" book at the time of its first publication in the United States in 1906. This essay identifies some of the key cultural contexts that framed The Book of Tea and assesses the difficulties of cross-cultural representation that historically conditioned the production and reception of this book in the early twentieth century.
Okakura Turns to Chanoyu
Sen Sōshitsu XV, the head master (iemoto) of the Urasenke school of tea between 1964 and 2002, remarked that "Okakura was in some ways an unlikely candidate for his role of introducing chanoyu to the West." 7 Okakura's turn to chanoyu in The Book of Tea was indeed a bit surprising. He had learned chanoyu in his youth in Tokyo, but it was not the primary passion of his life. He was not part of the chanoyu circle of Meiji statesmen and industrialists that included Inoue Kaoru and Masuda Takashi, and was apparently critical of the collecting fever that consumed these avid devotees.
8 Given Okakura's interest in redefining historic objects as "public" property through national museum administration and making them more readily visible to a larger audience, he had reservations about the exclusivist culture of tea where the ability to experience famed objects remained a privilege for the select few. Okakura's earlier writings and lectures on the history of Japanese art do not discuss chanoyu in any extensive manner, either. The Ideals of the East (1903), for instance, does not even mention the name of Rikyū.
Okakura's most significant promotion of chanoyu prior to The Book of Tea seems to have taken place on a rather modest scale outside the public context of his career in the Japanese art world. Around 1890, he was reportedly involved with a society called Seigeikai (The Purity-Welcoming Society) formed by a group of housewives including Mrs. Okakura.
9 The aim of this society was to foster distinctly "Japanese" feminine virtues, taste, and etiquette, and the members practiced ikebana, chanoyu, and other suitable feminine activities to attain self-culture. Okakura endorsed this society and organized chanoyu lessons by Ishizuka Sōtsū of the Edo Senke lineage. Societies such as Seigeikai represented the changing role of chanoyu in Japanese society as a cultural activity increasingly favored by middle-class housewives and unmarried young women. It was this female participation that eventually reversed the gender connotation of chanoyu as traditionally male to popularly female in modern times.
10
It is my contention that it was Okakura's new cultural environment in the United States that prompted him to consider chanoyu as a timely and worthy subject. Like his earlier publication, The Awakening of Japan (1904), Okakura began writing The Book of Tea during his year-long visits to the United States in 1904-5, which turned into a decade-long career in the Department of Chinese and Japanese Art (now the Department of the Art of Asia, Oceania, and Africa) at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. In Boston, he encountered a cosmopolitan society, whose members, including prominent women such as Isabella Stewart Gardner, received him enthusiastically. According to Okakura's son Kazuo, his father commanded great attention wherever he went and was constantly surrounded by a circle of female admirers.
11
In contrast to Meiji Japan, independently wealthy women played an important role in collecting art and sponsoring cultural activities in turn-of-the-century American society.
12 Okakura found influential supporters in these women in addition to his old allies such as the Boston collector of Japanese art William Sturgis Bigelow and the New York artist John La Farge, to whom The Book of Tea was dedicated.
13
Gardner, one of Okakura's most powerful patrons in the United States, exemplified this class of moneyed American women eager to possess the artistic wealth of the Old World and represent it as a collective signifier of American cultural distinction and an individual marker of their own cultural authority.
14 By the late nineteenth century, the cognoscenti of Japan appreciated chanoyu as more than just a "curious custom," "a little snippet of the Middle Ages patched on to the life of to-day." 15 In 1885, an anonymous contributor to The Atlantic Monthly, the literary bastion of elite New England culture, praised chanoyu as "probably one of the highest forms of social and aesthetic entertainment that the world has ever known."
16
The Japanese pavilion at universal expositions such as the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition and the 1893 Chicago World's Columbian Exposition routinely staged chanoyu performances as a quintessential Japanese cultural activity. 17 The zoologist Edward Sylvester Morse, also known for his writings on Japan and collection of Japanese ceramics, moreover introduced the artistic simplicity of chanoyu and the Japanese tea house to the American audience in publications such as Japanese Homes and Their Surroundings (1886). For Morse as well as for American architects such as Ralph Adams Cram and Frank Lloyd Wright, one of the qualities they found captivating about the Japanese house was its perceived "Quaker-like simplicity" that made it particularly amenable to the American sensibility.
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Historical tea ceramics and utensils were also being collected in the United States, although seldom for the purpose of being used in chanoyu. The Detroit collector Charles Lang Freer had developed a taste for Edo-period ceramics designed by Hon'ami Kōetsu and Ogata Kenzan, and others such as the Havemeyers in New York purchased many tea caddies and jars.
19 In addition to the majority of readers who had only a vague notion of what the Japanese tea ceremony was, The Book of Tea attracted this already initiated audience by providing a subjective interpretation of chanoyu's aesthetic experience through its poetic and emotive prose.
Tea and Aestheticism in the United States
Turn-of-the-century America, often labeled the Gilded Age, was a society that indulged in conspicuous consumption afforded by the unprecedented accumulation of wealth by the likes of the Vanderbilts, Andrew Carnegie, and J. P. Morgan. At the same time, this culture of spending built upon the palatial mansions in Newport, Rhode Island marked a departure from the traditional Protestant work ethic and triggered a sense of guilt and anxiety over the idea of material possession without clear religious motivation or ethical justification. The ideology of the American aesthetic movement offered one way of overcoming this ambivalence by conceiving material beauty as an expression of moral goodness and spiritual fulfillment.
20 As was the case with its British precursor, the home stood as the vanguard of the American aesthetic movement and the sacred site of authenticity to be safeguarded against mechanical industrialization. The task of aestheticizing the domestic environment was entrusted to women who, like DeCamp's maid in The Blue Cup, were expected to create a therapeutic space of beauty and goodness where men could recuperate from the restless demands of business life. In such aesthetic interiors, objects from non-Western cultures, including Japan, were displayed alongside furniture designed in the Gothic style to evoke a time and place before modern mechanization was believed to have brought about the corruption of taste.
Attuned to the language of American aestheticism, Okakura described the Japanese tea ceremony and flower arrangement to his female audience as cultural practices that would help them resurrect "the worship of art, so long neglected through the rush of modern social life."
21 In The Book of Tea, Okakura compliments his female readers by pointing out that their social institution of afternoon tea symbolized one of the most important acknowledgements of East Asian culture in the West.
22 He states, "It is the only Asiatic ceremonial which commands universal esteem."
23 In a similar vein, Okakura cleverly spoke to the elite Boston audience's Nortonian sense of noblesse oblige in a lecture delivered at the Museum of Fine Arts in 1905 by saying, "Ladies, I know that this appeal to you will not be in vain. It is meet that in this city of Emerson and Longfellow you should set the personal example of venerating the Beautiful." Okakura's call for a return to simplicity in The Book of Tea as a means of curing the symptoms of the so-called "over-civilization," most notably neurasthenia (alternatively termed "American nervousness" by its founder George M. Beard), also more broadly piqued the American interest and recalled its own philosophy of "plain living and high thinking" expressed in the works of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau.
25
All these show how Okakura presented the Japanese tea aesthetic in a way that effectively resonated with the cultural and spiritual interests of elite New England women at the time.
Gardner became particularly enchanted by Okakura's way of tea. She fondly wrote to the Renaissance art historian and her collecting advisor Bernard Berenson in 1905, "I am still full of the sentiment and flower of the great Tea Ceremony, the 'Chano-yu,' which was performed here yesterday at 5pm (candlelight) by Okakura. If you two could only have been of the five guests."
26 Her ecstatic description suggests that she observed chanoyu as if it were an esoteric ritual, with Okakura as its officiator. Such quasireligious response corresponded to Gardner's deep interest in the liturgical dimension of Catholicism that allowed her to practice spirituality through sensuous and visual means, a religious experience that had not been encouraged in the aesthetically more restricted Protestant tradition.
27
Due to social tea's strong feminine connotation, however, men who savored the ritual of afternoon tea-like those refined connoisseurs of ephemeral pleasure who populate the writings of Oscar Wilde or Henry James-were typically identified as effeminate aesthetes in the Anglo-American imagination. Such sophistication of taste in men, especially when it seemed to reach the point of excess, was discredited as deviating from the governing fiction of normative masculinity. See, for example, the notoriety of the aesthete's exaltation of the teapot in George Du Maurier's caricature from 1880 entitled "The Six-Mark Tea-Pot" ( his life as a work of art ultimately reduces itself to: an exercise in triviality, inconsequentiality, and finally, poor taste."
28
Chanoyu as an art of social tea drinking risked being trivialized as this type of an exercise in inconsequentiality in the Anglo-American cultural context, and some critics disregarded The Book of Tea as such. For instance, the reviewer for the London-based magazine The Athenaeum predicted the impact of the book in the following manner in October 1906:
If the philosophy of this pretty little book be skipped, there remains enough to interest and please tea-lovers, and to give many hints, derived from Japanese sources, as to the treatment of flowers and decoration of rooms. We expect to find some imitation in this country of the artificial device for making kettles "sing well" by means of "pieces of iron so arranged in the bottom as to produce a melody in which one may hear" all that one likes to imagine.
29
The Meiji writers who defended the philosophy of chanoyu in English foresaw the unavoidability of such dismissive reactions as they characteristically started off their discussion on a self-depreciating, even self-mocking note by admitting to the surface absurdity of the Japanese tea ceremony. Okakura thus warned the reader in advance, "The outsider may indeed wonder at this seeming much ado about nothing. What a tempest in a tea-cup!"
30 Another way of deflecting triviality was to cite a parallel example in Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus, a much-admired classic of the time that willfully cultivated insignificance. Sartor Resartus, literally meaning "The Tailor Re-Tailored," plays on the contrast between its lofty discourse on the German transcendentalist philosophy and the whimsical disguise it assumes as the "Philosophy of Clothes."
31 Although The Book of Tea does not specifically allude to Carlyle's work, at least one reviewer invoked Carlyle's literary authority in analogizing, "Dress has its Carlyle, and 'the cup that cheers' its Okakura-Kakuzo."
32
In Du Maurier's image, we also notice that the aesthete's trifling existence is insinuated by the environment he inhabits, namely, the aesthetic interior decorated with East Asian objects.
33 In all probability, the teapot over which the newlyweds swear their domestic bliss is the so-called blue and white china that was popular in the late nineteenth century. The most renowned specimens were produced in the kilns in Jingdezhen in Jiangxi province in eastern China. Their ubiquity in the contemporary fashionable household can be seen in James Abbott McNeill Whistler's paintings as well as his design for the Peacock Room ( Fig. 6.3 ), a dining room in the London home of Frederick R. Leyland. Both Du Maurier's cartoon and Whistler's La Princesse du pays de la porcelaine (The Princess from the Land of Porcelain, 1863-64) ( Fig. 6.4) , which served as the centerpiece of the Peacock Room, also include Japanese folding screens and remind us of the Japan craze that swept through Europe and the United States during the second half of the nineteenth century from the Parisian circle of impressionist painters to women making crazy quilts in Cincinnati.
34 As a matter of fact, "Japan" was a crucial factor in the aestheticist equation of tea, beauty, and the Orient. The ultimate and original aesthete, Oscar Wilde, daydreamed about this union when he confessed to a friend about his "irresistible desire to wander, and go to Japan, where I will pass my youth, sitting under an almond tree in white blossom, drinking amber tea out of a blue cup, and looking at a landscape without perspective."
35
Similar to Wildean and Whistlerian aestheticisms, Okakura's presentation of the Japanese tea aesthetic tread on the fine line that could be received as either elevated spirituality or trivial sensuality. It seems that Okakura was aware of this interpretative risk. At one level he wished to retain the analogy between aestheticism and chanoyu and defined the Japanese way of tea as "a religion of aestheticism." Yet at the same time, he was careful to argue that its strict adherence to Zen philosophy and aesthetics of simplicity distinguished it from "mere aestheticism in the ordinary acceptance of the term," which he suspected could be abused to justify an unruly desire for material possession in the name of art-for-art'ssake. 36 Such aestheticism without restraint was antithetical to his sublime vision of the East. In the course of The Book of Tea, Okakura hence alters the gender and cultural orientation of tea drinking from female and Anglo-American to male and Japanese. In the opening chapter, he depicts the Anglo-American social ritual of afternoon tea as a synesthesic experience accompanied by "the soft rustle of feminine hospitality."
37 The book begins in this Jamesian world evoked by "the delicate clatter of trays and saucers . . . the common catechism about cream and sugar."
38 The text then transports the reader to the distant aesthetic universe of Japanese chanoyu and reaches "the acme of tragic grandeur" in the fabled last tea of Rikyū and his ritual suicide.
39 This ethno-gender transformation symbolizes Okakura's masculine pathos and his cultural nationalism in championing the tea master as the archetype of the Japanese male creative genius.
Japan's New Self-Representation Okakura's larger ambition in The Book of Tea was to transform the West's image of Japan, which was also the case with his earlier English-language publications. Okakura arrived in the United States when Japan was attracting international attention due to the Russo-Japanese War. On February 10, 1904, the very day Okakura left Yokohama for Seattle, Japan declared war on Russia and began its biggest international military campaign to date. The Japanese victory the following year complicated the American perception of Japan by showing the United States that Japan was no longer a mythologized land of artistic people, but a modern military state capable of defeating a major European power. In the United States and Britain, which backed Japan out of their own interests in maintaining a power balance against Russia, Germany, and France in Asia, many saw the Russo-Japanese War as a battle between the East and the West, although whether it was Japan or Russia that was defending the progress of the modern West was a matter of debate.
40 That Japan had risen to the rank of a considerable military power over the course of less than half a century was thought to be admirable by many, but somewhat alarming at the same time. In the United States, the rising number of Japanese immigrants on the West Coast also intensified the racial fear and hatred toward East Asians.
41
Okakura hastens to disprove such phobia about the so-called Yellow Peril by proposing a peaceful and artistic paradigm of Japanese masculinity in The Book of Tea. 42 In this sense, The Book of Tea marked a significant shift in Okakura's position vis-à-vis the West from that which he had taken in his previous texts in English. The earlier writings sent off a more confrontational message. 43 In his lecture delivered at the World's Fair in St. Louis in 1904, for example, Okakura defiantly called his speech "a protest." He proclaimed his self-appointed task to be that of "preserving Japanese painting against all these antagonistic influences" originating in modern Western industrialism and named Japan "the sole guardians of the art inheritance of Asia."
44
His closing remark that echoes the conclusion of The Ideals of the East was: "The battle must be fought to the very last."
45
The Book of Tea and his later writings gradually retreat from this type of literary bloodshed. Instead of masterminding an "artistic warfare" and positioning art at the frontline of the imagined cultural battle between the East and the West, Okakura theorizes the aesthetic as an experience where one could temporarily put such conflicts on hold, an ideology that was more in tune with turn-of-the-century American aestheticism and its messianic belief in the transcendent nature of beauty. A passage written in his characteristic lofty language reads:
The heaven of modern humanity is indeed shattered in the Cyclopean struggle for wealth and power . . .. The East and West, the two dragons tossed in a sea of ferment, in vain strive to regain the jewel of life . . .. Meanwhile, let us have a sip of tea . . .. Let us dream of evanescence, and linger in the beautiful foolishness of things. 46 Okakura probably realized that an overt militant stance would be disadvantageous to his reception in the United States in view of the spreading rumor of the Yellow Peril and the racist animosity toward the Japanese that was building up in the Western states of the country, especially California. Persuasion, not protest, would be his strategy. In The Book of Tea, he offers to become a voluntary refugee in the suspended time and space of the "meanwhile" and dreams about the possibility of art as existing in splendid, however momentary, isolation from the contradictions of modernity caused by colonialism, capitalism, and industrialization. The tea room offered a perfect metaphor for such REVIEW OF JAPANESE CULTURE AND SOCIETY DECEMBER 2012
provisional transcendence, as it was fabled to have functioned as a temporary space of strict civility among enemy warlords during the Momoyama period (1573-1615). Okakura might have also assigned a personal meaning to the metaphor of the tea room as a haven, a motif that runs throughout the text of The Book of Tea. Although he identified himself as the leading spokesman for Japanese art in the United States (and was received as such to a large extent), his career in the United States was in fact predicated on his increasing estrangement from the Japanese art establishment and especially the failed venture of the Japan Art Institute (Nihon Bijutsuin), a private art academy he had founded in 1898 in Tokyo. In his perceptive study on Okakura, the poet and critic Ōoka Makoto has likened Okakura's psychological state at the outset of his American career to that of an exile. 47 Okakura's sense of alienation is sublimated into cultural nostalgia in The Book of Tea, which is one of his most melancholic writings. He seeks solace in the tea room, "a sanctuary from the vexations of the outer world. There and there alone can one consecrate himself to undisturbed adoration of the beautiful."
48 The very act of writing The Book of Tea itself possibly provided Okakura with a literary escape from the realities of contemporary Japan by creating an idealized past. Rendering the text in his non-native English introduced yet another layer of cultural remove that accelerated his impulse toward fantasy.
But Okakura was by no means alone in fixating on Japan's premodern past in his search for an essential Japanese ethos. Even the Japanese military behavior during the Russo-Japanese War, and especially the much-publicized willingness of the Japanese to sacrifice their lives for the sake of the nation, were discussed in the Anglo-American press at the time in terms of Japan's medieval martial heritage emblematized by the notion of bushidō or the way of the samurai. This was a vision of Japan that was promoted by both non-Japanese and Japanese writers alike. "Scratch a Japanese of the most advanced ideas, and he will show a samurai," famously stated Nitobe Inazō in Bushido: The Soul of Japan (1900) . 49 This book popularized the concept of bushidō as the dominant code of ethics that supposedly dictates the mental and behavioral pattern of the Japanese, past and present. Nitobe's interpretation of Japanese martial ideals with subheadings such as courage, politeness, honour, the duty of loyalty, and self-control played an instrumental role in shaping and sustaining the modern ideology of "Japanese national characteristics" in and outside Japan. In the late Meiji period, moral philosophers such as Inoue Tetsujirō appropriated bushidō into their systems of "national morality" (kokumin dōtoku) centered on "loyalty to the emperor and love of the country" (chūkun aikoku).
50 Colin Holmes and A. H. Ion have also pointed out that between the Sino-Japanese War and the beginning of World War One, British social reformers studied bushidō ethics as a possible solution to revitalize British society that was feared to be degenerating from over-civilization.
51
Both Bushidō and The Book of Tea exemplify the genre of literature on Japanese culture that was written by Japanese intellectuals in European languages (mostly English). This type of literature emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, and its rise relates to the spread of cultural nationalism in Japan from the late 1880s and demonstrates the increasing self-confidence of the Meiji Japanese in their ability to represent their nation and culture to the West on their own terms.
52 It is not a coincidence that both Nitobe and Okakura construed Japan as a specific form of elite male culture. Like bushidō ethics, chanoyu historically developed under the patronage of military rulers although its practice was not exclusive to this class.
53 These Meiji writers who theorized about Japan inevitably disagreed on what Japan had been, was, and should be, yet they agreed on the fundamental point that the Japanese men themselves, not their Western interpreters, should speak on Japan's behalf from now on.
The condemnation by Karl Kiyoshi Kawakami, the editor of Japan and the Japanese (1904), makes it bluntly clear that Japan's ascent from passivity to assertiveness in self-representation was pictured in gendered terms: "To be brief, Japan is or at least has been, in the eyes of most of her admirers, like an innocent sweet damsel to be petted and played with, and not like a strong man commanding the respect of all who come in contact with him."
54 He declares that Meiji Japan does not "care to be exploited for those old, quaint, and beautiful 'things Japanese' . . . [because it] is no longer the habitation of dear little weaklings." 55 Okakura shared Kawakami's criticism that the West was reluctant to see but "quaintness and childishness" in Japanese culture.
56 Lamenting "the Oriental has become a synonym for the effeminate," he, too, attempted to attribute more masculine qualities to the image of the East through the frequent use of adjectives such as "virile."
57
But unlike Kawakami, Okakura's professional identity was deeply intertwined with the aura of "artistic Japan" that the proponents of New Japan such as Kawakami, eager to remake Japan in the image of the modern West, rejected as the very cause of the problem with Japan's effeminate reputation. Tea drinking was also a stock image in the myth of Old Japan. The popular media, such as souvenir photographs of Japan produced during the Meiji period for a Western market, often featured Japanese women serving and drinking tea. A typical postcard from the period shows young Japanese women gathering to drink tea in what amounts to a Victorian domestic mise-en-scène transposed in an exotic key (Fig. 6.5 ). Catering to European and American visitors, many of these staged photographs predictably portrayed Japan as they wished to see it: quaint and feminine. The Book of Tea was a particularly bold attempt in this respect to overturn the feminine association of Japan by taking up the very subject that had come to represent the femininity of Japanese culture for many Americans.
The Tea Master as an Artist
The Book of Tea exalts the serenity of chanoyu, not just as an antithesis, but as an antidote to the industrial monotony of the modern West. But in portraying the tea master as an artist-cum-aesthete, the book actually "modernized" the image of the tea master once and for all. Okakura liberally interpreted chanoyu to express his own artistic ideal that was based on an idiosyncratic synthesis of diverse traditions including chanoyu aesthetics, Zen Buddhism, and Daoist philosophy, as well as romanticism, transcendentalism, and aestheticism. The Book of Tea finds no precedents in the historical literature on chanoyu, and some of its content would have struck the Meiji practitioners of chanoyu as unorthodox. According to the chanoyu scholar Tanaka Hidetaka, Okakura's interpretation of chanoyu as a form of high art or geijutsu marked a decisive break from the traditional attitude that regarded it more as a leisure activity or yūgei. 58 This fundamentally modern aspect of Okakura's criticism is somewhat obscured by the canonical status The Book of Tea has come to acquire as a "classic" text on the meaning and practice of chanoyu in Japan (even though it was originally written outside Japan in English, and it was not widely available in Japanese translation until 1929).
59 A closer look at the text reveals that it is better read as Okakura's own aesthetic manifesto rather than an authoritative guide to the history and theory of chanoyu.
At the heart of Okakura's ideal masculinity were the heroic notion of the creative genius and the celebration of unbound individualism. A true artist, he repeatedly preached to his disciples, must not be a mere artisan, but a visionary who stands above the masses and "ennobles mankind" with his visual intellect.
60 Such formulation of the artist was derived from the romantic idea of the artist that Okakura adopted in the 1880s in an effort to create a new conceptual and institutional framework for modern national art in Meiji Japan. Beneath the exotic cloak, therefore, the Anglo-American readers would have discovered a surprisingly familiar image of the artist in the Japanese tea master. Okakura's aesthetic theory in The Book of Tea especially invites a comparison with that of the British critic Walter Pater, who was one of the most influential theorists of aestheticism in the English-speaking world. Okakura's tea master, who can sense a "smile at the foolishness of life" in the arrangement of a single lily in a hanging vase,
61
is not dissimilar to Pater's ideal critic who possesses "a certain kind of temperament, the power of being deeply moved by the presence of beautiful objects." 62 Okakura's definition of chanoyu as a particular type of aestheticism suggests that he might have been familiar with Pater's writings such as The Renaissance (1893).
63 Like Pater, Okakura approaches the aesthetic experience from the viewer's perspective, as a subjective and individualized sensory and emotional response: "Art is of value only to the extent that it speaks to us.
[Our] particular idiosyncrasies dictate the mode of our perceptions."
64 He also describes it in synesthesic terms by way of musical analogy: "The masterpiece is a symphony played upon our finest feelings." 65 Okakura's musical analogies are related to his own interest in music, especially nineteenth-century German music such as Wagner's, and his fascination with Daoist thought that frequently employs music and the sounds of nature as metaphors. At the same time, it also strongly echoes Pater's critical dictum, "All art constantly aspires toward the condition of music" (Pater's italics), which was embraced by a generation of British and American artists and critics, above all Whistler.
66
Okakura further incorporated aestheticism by subscribing to the Wildean attitude that "Life imitates Art." 67 The Book of Tea defines the tea master as someone who "strove to be something more than the artist-art itself" and projects this aestheticist paradigm onto the historical figure of Rikyū.
68
Okakura depicts Rikyū as supremely self-composed even at the moment of his death. He is imagined to have executed his own death "with a smile upon his face."
69 The Japanese literary critic Oketani Hideaki has observed how this calm attitude significantly differs from that which has been commonly ascribed to Rikyū, based on a death poem he composed before his ritual suicide.
70 In comparing the original poem to Okakura's translation of it in The Book of Tea, Oketani points out that Okakura deliberately omitted to translate the first two lines of the original poem: 
72
Suzuki's direct translation better expresses the urgent, eruptive, and even sardonic sense of the original and emits quite a different tone from Okakura's narrative of Rikyū's death. Since the concept of artistic autonomy was important to Okakura, he also skirted around the issue of Rikyū's social ambitions and the political implications of his chanoyu. By editing these complicated factors out of Rikyū's career and philosophy, Okakura reconstructed Rikyū as a transcendent artist/artwork unshaken by worldly temptations and human vulnerabilities. Okakura's own self-representation in the United States emulated this aestheticist principle of the artist as a work of art. Okakura's American supporters hoped to find in him an expert who, with his native point of view," would provide a more authentic knowledge of East Asian art than his American counterparts had been able to offer thus far. This was an expectation to which Okakura gladly obliged by presenting himself, not just as a legitimate authority on, but as the very incarnation of Japanese art. With his personal charisma, wit, and exotic appearance in Japanesestyle clothing, Okakura quickly established himself as a sought-out personality in New England society, an environment in which he seemed to have thrived. For instance, the New York literary journal The Critic featured him in January 1905 as "one of the most interesting foreigners now visiting this country" with a photograph showing him in his self-designed Daoist-style robe ( Fig. 6.6 and pl. 4) . 73 This photographic portrait attests to Okakura's willing impersonation of a mysterious Oriental aesthete.
74 Such a spectacle of Okakura's self-Orientalism was reported back to Japan, where it was received with a degree of ambivalence. In 1911, Ebina Kazuo, a Japanese visitor to Boston, read an article on the educational merits of the museum in a local newspaper. It commended the Museum of Fine Arts for offering excellent specimens illustrating the historical achievements of the Japanese geniusincluding Okakura as a living example of the modern Japanese. Ebina wryly remarked, "Described as such, Mr. Okakura himself is made into an object on display very much like a masterpiece by Sesshū."
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Okakura's public demonstration of chanoyu was part and parcel of his selfaestheticization in the United States. In contrast to Japan where chanoyu is practiced as a communal experience in which each participant performs his or her own pre-assigned part according to a set of conventions and learned gestures, Okakura's practice of chanoyu in the United States appears to have been more a form of cultural entertainment performed for a relatively passive audience, in which the Japanese host led the way as its principal, if not the only, participant. As such, these occasions provided a prime opportunity for Okakura to dramatize his persona as a living embodiment of the Japanese artistic tradition.
His self-promoting use of chanoyu can be observed, for example, in a series of social teas he hosted during the exhibit of the Japan Art Institute at the residence of Sara Bull in Cambridge, Massachusetts in November 1904. 
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It is impossible to document exactly how and what kind of tea was served on those occasions. Okakura's letter to Gardner from November 7 nevertheless suggests that he intended them to be an ad hoc chanoyu of a sort:
The boys are going to have their exhibition at Cambridge for twelve days beginning Thursday the 17 th . Will you pour tea for them some afternoon? It will be a great attraction for the Exhibition and [sic] it is the first Japanese Exhibition I wish to make it a success. If you will kindly consent I shall prepare the tea, have salt-plums, sea weeds and everything atrocious on the occasion. Am I not terrible in asking this of you?
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In serving tea at an art exhibit, Okakura was possibly making reference to the hugely successful memorial exhibition of Whistler that took place at Copley Hall in Boston during February and March earlier in the year. 79 In conjunction with the exhibition, prominent Bostonian women organized social tea at Copley Hall. Known as "the Whistler tea," these events were largely attended and were closely followed by the press as stylish society events. 80 Okakura was interested in the art of Whistler, who was championed by Fenollosa as "the first great master who comes after the union of East and West," 81 and perhaps sought to emulate the aestheticist fusion of art and tea at the Whistler exhibit by orchestrating his own version at the Art Institute show in Cambridge.
Okakura's chanoyu performances undoubtedly contributed to his success among his female patrons in the United States. Yet his strategy of presenting himself as an artwork came at a price. Toward the end of his life, Okakura confessed to Priyambada Devi Banerjee, a Bengali poetess to whom he became deeply attached:
I go out very little into Society [in Boston] though the people here are very kind and solicitous about me. I make a brave attempt and go to their dinner-parties and come back bored and miserable. With best intentions they expect you to entertain them. Who am I, a weary spirit, to bring them laughter?
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Okakura might have indulged in self-pity to win Banerjee's sympathy, but his admission of alienation was probably not entirely insincere. By appearing as an aesthete, especially an "Oriental" aesthete dressed in Japanese-style clothing, Okakura's expected social role became that of enacting picturesque difference from the mundane sternness of modern American masculinity.
It was Okakura's androgynous appeal as an antithesis to the modern aggressive male that intrigued and reassured the American public as a representation of Japan. The aesthetically-therapeutic and mystically-enlightened masculinity Okakura constructed for Japan was in some ways more akin to the American conception of femininity. And it was precisely for these qualities that Gardner embraced him as "a great joy-so interesting, so deep, so spiritual, so feminine."
83 It is possible to interpret Rikyū's ritual suicide at the end of The Book of Tea as Okakura's revalorization of the martial ideal, which was also resurgent among the turn-of-the-century American intelligentsia at the time.
84 Overall, however, Okakura's vision of the refined tea master was a far cry from the rugged masculinity that was conjured up in the American collective imagination and summoned by President Theodore Roosevelt in The Strenuous Life (1900).
The Book of Tea helped Okakura launch his new career in the United States in at least two important ways. First, the perceived affinity between afternoon tea and chanoyu made it an optimal cultural practice through which to promote Japanese art and aesthetics among wealthy New England women, whose patronage was critical for Okakura's success in the United States. Second, and on a more metaphorical level, chanoyu's historical function as a tranquil ritual of temporary civility during Japan's warring period in the sixteenth century resonated with Okakura's increasingly aestheticist attitude toward art as a realm that existed apart and above the conflicts of modern life. By representing chanoyu as an epitome of Japanese culture, "our Art of Life" as he called it, he argued that East Asian civilization was peaceful and artistic in its essence.
85 This conviction allowed him to claim that the recent Japanese military campaigns were defensive acts that purportedly protected the peace of the region.
But if Okakura wished to rehabilitate the hostile reputation of modern Japan in The Book of Tea, his Anglo-American readers scarcely needed persuasion. The vision of Japan as a timeless land of artistic people living in peaceful harmony with nature, where men dedicated their lives to perfecting the art of serving tea and arranging flowers, was a myth that appealed to the popular American imagination. This idealized Japan internalized the Orientalist desire for the mysterious yet non-threatening cultural, racial and sexual other. As such, the Japanese masculine ideal that Okakura proposed in The Book of Tea or in his own self-presentation in the United States did not necessarily dismantle the race-gender equation between "the Oriental" and "the effeminate" that exasperated Okakura.
86 What is more, even if The Book of Tea played a significant role in expanding the American interest in East Asian aesthetics in the early twentieth century, this cultural interest did not put an end to racism against East Asians, as Okakura might have hoped. Okakura attributed the European and American denigration of East Asia, such as it was represented by the Yellow Peril, to a clash of civilizations based on cultural ignorance and prejudices. He expected, therefore, that an understanding of East Asian civilization would translate into a respect for East Asian people. But as the editorial in the Chicagobased philosophical journal The Open Court observed in 1904, "The yellow peril is not so much a fear of the Asiatic civilization as of the Asiatic race." 87 Okakura's intention notwithstanding, an idealized presentation of traditional Japanese elite male culture did not disprove suspicions about the "reality" of modern Japan, whether it was the increasing power of its military or the working-class Japanese migration to the West Coast.
The coexistence between racism against East Asians on the one hand and the interest in the historical high cultures of East Asia on the other hand was more broadly symptomatic of the American relationship with East Asia that continued through much of the twentieth century. The early twentieth century, often labeled the golden age of East Asian art collecting in the United States, was ironically also a period marked by a series of anti-Asian immigration policies that began with the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and culminated in the so-called Asian Exclusion Act of 1924, which was not overturned until 1965. The American discourse on East Asia was not a unified field, to say the least, and this divergent reception between historical objects and people from East Asia calls for further analyses. anxiety over the idea of East Asia as a race composed of faceless masses. This fear could have been suppressed by focusing on Asia's past achievements and appreciating them as aesthetic and cultural objects. The quiet popularity of The Book of Tea in the United States for more than a century since its original publication indicates the continuing American fascination with the Japanese tea ceremony and its holistic aesthetic philosophy. The Japanese, in turn, have come to identify chanoyu as one of the most recognizable signs of their national culture. Yet as this paper has demonstrated, this mutual affirmation does not suggest that their reasons for turning chanoyu into a privileged signifier for Japan have been identical or compatible. The imagination of cultural otherness Okakura's way of tea triggered in early twentieth-century America disavowed the more unsettling effects of threat that an encounter with the other could entail, and instead presented the artistic and therapeutic East as an object of utopian longing. The author is indebted to Christine M. E. Guth, Miya Elise Mizuta, Aileen Dashi Tsui, and Henri Zerner for their invaluable insights, thoughtful comments, and words of encouragement. A special note of thanks goes to Marion Landew for her editorial suggestions. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are my own. 
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